
Switch today and join over 1 million Australians

Switch in a few 
minutes

No lock-in contract 
or exit fees

No credit card fees 
including AMEX

Multi-award 
winning

Visit my Personal IBO Website for more details or to sign up for one of these great energy deals

Dedicated local 
call centre

Ausgrid

Essential Energy

Endeavour Energy

Electricity - HomeDeal

Electricity - HomeDeal Awarded Canstar Blue’s 
Most Satisfied Gas Customers in 

New South Wales two years in a row

Electricity - HomeDeal

*Based on a customer who consumes 3900 kWh 
a year on a single rate tariff in the Ausgrid 
network. The lowest annual price is $1,420 incl. 
GST. Your bill will differ based on your usage.**

*Based on a customer who consumes 4600 
kWh a year on a single rate tariff in the 
Essential Energy network. The lowest annual 
price is $1,964 incl. GST. Your bill will differ based 
on your usage.**

** T&Cs apply. Basic Plan information documents available at alintaenergy.com.au/bpid
†  All of our electricity plans feature a solar feed-in tariff for eligible customers. Residential and Small Business solar feed-in tariffs are not subject to GST. Solar Terms & Conditions apply.
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*Based on a customer who consumes 4900 kWh 
a year on a single rate tariff in the Endeavour 
Energy network. The lowest annual price is $1,724 incl. 
GST. Your bill will differ based on your usage.** 6%
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6.7c/kWh (inc GST)†
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New South Wales, score on great 
energy plans with Alinta Energy. 
That’s better™


